FR-108

Results through design; not weight.

Fairway Rolling Heads

FR-108 Fairway Rolling Heads

Roller
Maintaining fairways and sports fields
has never been easier thanks to TruTurf’s FR-108 Fairway Rolling Heads.
Fitted with Tru-Turf’s patented offset
smoothing rollers, they quickly true
away imperfections with even pressure
while maintaining the unique contours
of your fairway or playing surface.
Besides keeping your surfaces in
top condition the FR-108’s can also
alleviate dew and excess water
while rolling at full transport speed.
University studies show rolling will also
lessen disease such as dollar spot and
weeds.
Tru-Turf’s Fairway Rolling Heads allow
you to reduce the amount of mowing
and enhance mower striping while
saving time, labor, mower maintenance
and operational costs. Some selected
fairway mower models allow for
additional down pressure to assist in
smoothing out stubborn areas.
Conveniently raise and lower the
heads whilst in motion or simply turn
whilst the heads are still in the rolling
position without the risk of scuffing
your turfs surface.
The FR 108’s are easily fitted to a range
of fairway mowers so why not turn

your redundant fairway mower into a
dedicated rolling machine that your
operators are already familiar with
for a fraction of the price of buying a
dedicated fairways roller.
Players and members around the
world are benefiting from the
improved playing surfaces produced
by Tru-Turf products.
Call your local dealer today for a
demonstration and ensure that your
fairways, approaches, tee boxes
and sports fields are in top playing
condition.

Designed in Australia.
Proudly made in the USA

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Weight (each roller head)
200 lbs (91.7kg)
Length rolled by each head
22” (559mm)
Overall swath rolled
9’ (2743mm)
Speed of travel
Up to full transport speed
Compatibility
John Deere 7700/8700 Series
Toro 5510 Series
Jacobsen 550/570 Seies
Check for compatibility with
other models
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www.truturf.com

